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Pro-Palestinian protest Unofficial Mansfield
demands action, Hillel 2021 election results
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“Keep on supporting Palestine, and
do not be afraid,” students chanted on
Tuesday, Nov. 2, as University of Connecticut students gathered on Fairfield
Way to protest the Israeli takeover in
Palestine, while UConn’s Hillel organization, center for Jewish student life
at the university, set up a booth in silent
opposition to the movement.
During the protest, members of the
campus organization Students for Justice in Palestine spoke about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Sana Qureshi, a
ninth-semester math major, is a student
that came to support the protest and believes America has a part in the violence.
"America is continuously funding
Israel, and therefore, putting their
money towards the oppression of Palestinians as well," Qureshi said in an
interview after the protest took place.
Qureshi said the university contributes to this oppression by funding
companies that build military weapons used for violence.
"Students at UConn … go to a university that continuously funds and supports industries in Connecticut and the
rest of the U.S. that makes aerospace
and defense items that get sent over to
Israel and other parts of the world that
oppress others. It is our right to speak
up against those things," Qureshi said.
During the rally, student speakers
listed the ways in which they want students, professionals, professors and
the university to support Palestine.
SJP student organizers said actions
in support of Palestine include calling local politicians, looking into the
Boycott Divestment Sanctions movement and demanding university divestment from companies that fund
weapon manufacturers.
Layan Alnajjar, a fifth-semester marketing major, was one of the students
who vocalized her beliefs, and during
her speech, she encouraged people and
institutions to stop funding corporations that make weapons that aid in the
destruction of Palestinian people.
"Ditch companies and products that
actively support the oppression of Palestinian people, say yes to Palestinian
companies, say no to Lockheed Martin, PayPal and Caterpillar," Alnajjar
said during her speech.
According to the BDS website, the
movement is a Palestinian-led organization compiling multiple pro-Palestinian
groups that support the movement's
cause and advocate for Palestinian freedom, justice and equality.
Alnajjar said she was happy to speak
at the rally about a cause she believes in.
She said she enjoys speaking out about
issues that are important to her.
"I spoke today because I just feel that
no one at UConn knows what's going
on. No one knows how UConn is taking their tuition and funding it toward
genocide," Alnajjar said in an interview after the event.
Alnajjar said she has been a longtime
advocate for Palestine, and she hopes
to bring new information to UConn
students. She said the Israeli-Palestine
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conflict is not something discussed often on UConn’s campus.
"I have been fighting for Palestinian
justice for years now, and I'm just really happy that I got to bring it to UConn
campus just because it's something
that's just not spoken on," Alnajjar said.
Alnajjar said the one thing she wants
students to do is to amplify the voices
of Palestinian students and speak out
about the cause.
"I would want people to know that the
best way to support us on campus is to
amplify our voices, to educate ourselves
and to educate each other on what's truly happening in Palestine and what they
can do to back us," Alnajjar said.

“No one at UConn
knows what’s
going on. No
one knows how
UConn is taking
their tuition and
funding it toward
genocide.”
LAYAN ALNAJJAR

Lena Maarouf, a seventh-semester
communications major and president
of SJP, said they wanted to organize the
event to bring attention to the cause.
"We really wanted to get the student
body out here just to inform the people,
inform the public, inform UConn and
inform the students about where UConn's money is going and what they are
funding," said Maarouf. "I would encourage students to look up BDS, look
up the specific companies that we are
boycotting and divesting from because
a lot of people try and get caught up
into like small companies that might
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support Israel but that's not how we're
gonna make a change, that's not how
we're gonna get attention."
During the protest, members of
UConn's Hillel organization were
present, spreading their message and
support for Israel by handing out pamphlets and stickers to demonstrators to
protest against the SJP's event silently.
Joshua Waxman, a seventh-semester dual major in economics and human rights at the protest with UConn
Hillel, said the organization did not
want to disrupt the SJP protest.
"We didn't want to interfere with
anything they were doing, we didn't
want to make a noise, make a scene,
try [not] to be loud or draw attention
away from their event, we just wanted
to make sure that there was accurate
information being portrayed from all
sides and all angles," Waxman said.
Waxman said he feels like people get
into a habit of thinking about contentious issues as black and white. He said
people fail to consider all sides.
"People really fall into a trap of prothis, anti-this, and I think it's disingenuous," Waxman said. "I don't think
that being pro-Israel means you’re anti-Palestinian, just like I don't think being pro-Palestine means your anti-Israel, and it, those terms, are honestly
simplifications of a greater issue that
people use because it's convenient."
Waxman said Jewish people have a
connection and long history to the land
that Israel and Palestine have disputed
over for years. He said Jewish people
have a long history of involvement
with the land that Israel and Palestine
are fighting over.
"I want to make sure people realize
the Jewish people have a connection to
this land that goes back thousands and
thousands of years, and us being there
didn't just happen," Waxman said.
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Globe bounces back to nearly 2019 carbon
pollution levels
GLASGOW,
Scotland
(AP)
— The dramatic drop in carbon
dioxide emissions from the pandemic lockdown has pretty much
disappeared in a puff of coal-fired
smoke, much of it from China, a
new scientific study found.
A group of scientists who track
heat-trapping gases that cause
climate change said the first nine
months of this year put emissions
a tad under 2019 levels. They estimate that in 2021 the world will
have spewed 36.4 billion metric
tons of carbon dioxide, compared
to 36.7 billion metric tons two
years ago.

“It’s not the
pandemic that
will make us turn
the corner... It’s
the decisions
that are being
taken this week
and next week.
That’s what’s
going to make us
turn the corner.
The pandemic is
not changing the
nature of our
economy.”
CORINNE LEQUERE, A CLIMATE
SCIENTIST AT THE UNIVERSITY
OF EAST ANGLIA IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM

At the height of the pandemic
last year, emissions were down
to 34.8 billion metric tons, so this
year’s jump is 4.9%, according to
updated calculations by Global
Carbon Project.
While most countries went back
to pre-pandemic trends, China’s
pollution increase was mostly responsible for worldwide figures
bouncing back to 2019 levels rather then dropping significantly below them, said study co-author
Corinne LeQuere, a climate scientist at the University of East Anglia
in the United Kingdom.
With 2020’s dramatically clean
air in cities from India to Italy,
some people may have hoped the
world was on the right track in reducing carbon pollution, but scientists said that wasn’t the case.
“It’s not the pandemic that will
make us turn the corner,” LeQuere said in an interview at the
climate talks in Glasgow, where
she and colleagues are presenting
their results. “It’s the decisions
that are being taken this week and
next week. That’s what’s going to

make us turn the corner. The pandemic is not changing the nature
of our economy.”
If the world is going to limit
global warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius (2.7 degrees Fahrenheit) since
pre-industrial times, it has only 11
years left at current emission levels before it is too late, the paper
said. The world has warmed 1.1
degrees Celsius (2 degrees Fahrenheit) since the late 1800s.
“What the carbon emissions
numbers show is that emissions
(correcting for the drop and recovery from COVID-19) have basically flattened now. That’s the good
news,” said Pennsylvania State
University climate scientist Michael Mann, who wasn’t part of the
report. “The bad news is that’s not
enough. We need to start bringing
[emissions] down.”
Emissions in China were 7%
higher in 2021 when compared to
2019, the study said. By comparison, India’s emissions were only
3% higher. In contrast, the United
States, the European Union and
the rest of the world polluted less
this year than in 2019.
LeQuere said China’s jump was
mostly from burning coal and natural gas and was part of a massive
economic stimulus to recover from
the lockdown. In addition, she
said, China’s lockdown ended far
earlier than the rest of the world,
so the country had longer to recover economically and pump more
carbon into the air.
The “green recovery” that many
nations have talked about in their
stimulus packages take longer to
show up in emission reductions
because rebounding economies
first use the energy mix they already had, LeQuere said.
The figures are based on data
from governments on power use,
travel, industrial output and other
factors. Emissions this year averaged 115 metric tons of carbon dioxide going into the air every second.
Breakthrough Institute climate
director Zeke Hausfather, who
wasn’t part of the study, predicts
that “there is a good chance that
2022 will set a new record for global
CO2 emissions from fossil fuels.”

“There is a good
chance that 2022
will set a new
record for global
CO2 emissions
from fossil fuels.”
BREAKTHROUGH INSTITUTE
CLIMATE DIRECTOR ZEKE
HAUSFATHER
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Conn. GOP claims victory, sees momentum for 2022 races
(AP) — A state that's often viewed
as reliably blue appeared more purple after Connecticut Republicans on
Tuesday won seats in traditionally
Democratic communities and often
with a pro-parent and tough-on-crime
message that seemed to resonate with
some voters.
GOP leaders listed more than 20
successful “flips” from around the
state following this year's election.
They include gaining control of local
town councils, as in Montville; defeating incumbent Democrats, like in
Windsor Locks; and winning open
seats previously held by a Democrat,
as in Bethlehem.
Republicans are hoping this year's
local victories will finally translate into
success in next year's general election.
That's when the governor, other statewide offices and legislative seats are up
for grabs. Former Gov. M. Jodi Rell and
Lt. Gov. Michael Fedele, who left office
in 2011, were the last Republicans to
hold statewide office, while the Democrats have maintained control of the
General Assembly for years.
“The map, after last night, sets up
pretty well for 2022 for Republicans,”
said Ben Proto, chair of the Connecticut Republican Party, who feels especially optimistic after seeing how
successful GOP governor candidates
were in Virginia and New Jersey.
“You’re going to be hard-pressed to
find someplace where Republicans
didn’t do well last night, whether it
was a planning and zoning seat in
Connecticut or the governor’s office

CTNewsJunkie tweets a map of Connecticut’s 2021 municipal election results from an article by Susan
Bigelow. Dark gray towns swayed Republican, light gray towns swayed Democratic. Towns in white have
no result yet.

in Virginia and New Jersey,” said Proto, who criticized the Democrats who
tried to make their races about former
President Donald Trump.
Nancy DiNardo, chair of the Connecticut Democrats contends there’s a
big difference between winning a seat
on a local planning and zoning commission and winning statewide office,
which brings out a much larger number of voters.
“Yes, we did lose some. But it’s local

elections and I don’t think they make
any comparison to the state or the national (elections),” she said.
“I think all politics is local and every race is its own race. I mean, we
have seen this over and over, again
and again. A day is a lifetime in politics and the 2022 election is a long way
off,” DiNardo said. “Granted there
were some flipped seats in some Republican-leaning towns, but Republicans have always controlled more

of the municipalities than the Democrats have."
DiNardo and state Democrats
claimed their own “significant victories" following Election Day, including electing the first female mayor
in Stamford and flipping control of
executive and legislative boards from
Republican to Democrat in Avon,
Coventry, Enfield, Roxbury, Tolland
and Fairfield. Also, along with unaffiliated candidates, Democrats defeated

conservative Republican school board
candidates who had made critical race
theory in schools a top issue in a highly publicized race.
Democratic Gov. Ned Lamont, who
has yet to announce whether he'll
seek a second term, took the GOP
wins in stride, downplaying any possible ramifications for 2022.
“Here in the state some towns
went blue, some towns went red. A
lot of those were very local in terms
of what’s going on, town by town,”
he told reporters on Wednesday. “I
think we’re fine. I think Connecticut
feels like they’re in a pretty good place
right now. We’re doing well in terms
of jobs, doing well financially and
most importantly doing well in terms
of COVID.”
Two of his potential Republican
opponents, however, see the local
election results as a positive sign for
the GOP. Bob Stefanowski, who unsuccessfully ran against Lamont in
2018, tweeted how voters' concerns
were “validated” at the polls. He
wrote: "Residents want to feel safe.
They want a say in their kid’s education. They want lower taxes,” adding
how the state Republicans “can bring
it back home!”
Former House Minority Leader
Themis Klarides wrote in a message
posted on Twitter that she was "encouraged: by the GOP’s showing.
“Now, more than ever," she wrote,
“the people of Connecticut have made
it clear they want a new direction for
our state."

Ida’s remnants: Fed OKs
Conn. disaster declaration
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) — The
Biden administration has approved
two portions of Connecticut's request for a major disaster declaration
needed to secure federal funds for recovery from the remnants of Hurricane Ida, which caused an estimated
$7.2 million in damage in the state.
Democratic Gov. Ned Lamont
announced Saturday that renters,
homeowners and business owners
in hard-hit Fairfield and New London counties — and residents of the
Mashantucket Pequot and Mohegan
tribal nations — will now be eligible
for federal reimbursement for the
costs of uninsured or underinsured
storm damage to homes and personal property.
A stunned U.S. East Coast faced
surging rivers, record-breaking rain,
and dozens of deaths when the remnants of Ida walloped the region on
Sept. 1, drowning many victims in
their homes and cars. A veteran Connecticut State Police sergeant was
killed after his vehicle was swept
away by floodwaters.
The storm dumped as much as
eight inches of rain on parts of Connecticut and caused heavy flooding.
According to Lamont’s request, just
8% of damaged homes in New London County and 23% in Fairfield

County had flood insurance.
The White House declaration said
assistance under the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s Individual Assistance Program may also
include grants for temporary housing
and emergency home repairs to make
housing safe, accessible, and secure.
Lamont's request for the FEMA
Hazard Mitigation Grant Program
also was approved. It will help state
agencies, local governments, and the
tribal nations take steps to reduce or
eliminate long-term risk from natural disasters.
Meanwhile, the governor's request for the FEMA Public Assistance Grant Program is still pending,
awaiting completion of the FEMA
Preliminary Damage Assessment.
Lamont said he's hopeful the state
will soon receive approval for that
program, which provides supplemental grants to state, tribal, and local governments, and certain types of
private non-profits so they can recover from a storm or emergency.
“Approval of this declaration
from President Biden will provide
much-needed financial assistance to
homeowners, renters, and business
owners in the areas that were heavily
impacted by the floods from this severe
storm,” Lamont said in a statement.

In this file photo from Thursday Sept. 2, 2021, Hurricane Ida rainfall
floods Mix Street near Farmington Avenue in Bristol, Connecticut.
FILE PHOTO BY MARK MIRKO/HARTFORD COURANT VIA AP
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Afghans depart Pristina International Airport in Pristina, Kosovo on Oct. 16, 2021. The U.S. is welcoming tens
of thousands of Afghans airlifted out of Kabul. Federal officials told Connecticut to prepare for 510 Afghan
refugees to resettle in the state, according to Deidre Gifford, Connecticut’s social services commissioner.
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State presses landlords to rent to Afghans
(AP) — Connecticut officials and
refugee advocates called on landlords Wednesday to rent apartments to dozens of families that fled
Afghanistan and will be resettling
in the state, saying they'll guarantee
rent is paid and even co-sign rental
agreements if necessary.
The state and refugee resettlement groups are trying to find a
few hundred apartments for Afghan families, but say some landlords have expressed reluctance.
“Landlords, please step up,”
Gov. Ned Lamont, a Democrat,
said at a news conference outside
a New Haven apartment set aside
for one of the families. “We’re going to make it work for you, make
it work for you financially and it’s
really the right thing to do.”

The federal government told Connecticut officials to expect 510 refugees from Afghanistan to resettle in
the state, and 214 already have arrived, said Deidre Gifford, the state's
social services commissioner.
About 9,000 Afghans have been
resettled in the U.S. and more than
50,000 are living in temporary
housing at military bases in the
U.S., according to the Biden administration. Up to 30,000 more
are projected to arrive over the
next year or so. The refugees fled
after the U.S. withdrew troops
from Afghanistan in August and
the Taliban took over.
Chris George, executive director
of the New Haven-based Integrated Refugee & Immigrant Services,
said his organization is looking

for at least 100 apartments for the
refugees. Another group, the Connecticut Institute for Refugees
and Immigrants, is also trying to
secure housing for the families.
George said some landlords are
saying they're not interested in
renting to the refugees, despite
the American tradition of welcoming immigrants.
“We stand behind these refugee
families,” George said at the news
conference. “We'll make sure
they pay the rent in full, on time.
We are so confident that we will
cosign the lease. So please, landlords, we're not asking you to put
refugees to the front of the line.
We just want them to be in line.
We want you to consider them as
worthy tenants.”

Connecticut inmate dies from COVID-19
complications, 21st incarcerated death
WETHERSFIELD, Conn. (AP) —
A 43-year-old Connecticut inmate
died Friday from COVID-19-related
complications, the Department of
Correction announced Saturday.
It marked the state's 21st
COVID-related
inmate
death
since the pandemic began about
18 months ago, according to Karen
Martucci, a DOC spokesperson.
The man's name was not released,
due to medical privacy laws.

The inmate, who had underlying health issues, had been receiving medical care at a local hospital
since Oct. 4. The prison department
said the man died after refusing to
be intubated last week.
There continues to be a mask
mandate for both inmates in staff
at Connecticut’s prisons. To date,
about 52% of the prison population
has elected to get vaccinated for
COVID-19.

“We continue to educate on the
overwhelming evidence that supports vaccination,” Martucci said
in an email.
The inmate who died had entered
the state's correctional system in
October 2020 and was serving a
two-and-a-half-year sentence for
sale of a controlled substance and
unlawful restraint. His maximum
release date would have been in
February 2023.
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C
arson’s
Commentary
by Carson Swick
STAFF COLUMNIST
carson.swick@uconn.edu

It’s November, 2009. President
Barack Obama has been in office for
10 months, and the world is grappling
with a troubled economy and an uncertain future. Political analysts lock
in on gubernatorial races in Virginia
and New Jersey — both states Obama
won handily — as a means to gauge
the approval of the new Democratic
president among his base.
Ultimately, former GOP Attorney
General Bob McDonnell won in Virginia, while a little-known, bombastic
New Jersey district attorney named
Chris Christie came out of nowhere
to catapult himself to Trenton. These
two Republican victories sent a clear
message to Obama: Your days with a
congressional majority are numbered.
Twelve years later, history has repeated itself, and I did not see it coming. Last week, I predicted that Virginia’s former Democratic governor,
Terry McAuliffe, would narrowly
defeat his GOP challenger, businessman and former Rice University basketballer Glenn Youngkin. Similarly,
I expected New Jersey Gov. Phil Mur-

COMIC BY IRENE PHAM, ARTIST/THE DAILY CAMPUS

  

phy (D) to beat back a challenge from
GOP state legislator Jack Ciattarelli by
8 to 12 points.
Spoiler alert: Neither of these things
have happened. At 12:37 a.m. Wednesday, the Associated Press called Virginia for Youngkin, who was leading
McAuliffe by approximately 85,000
votes with more than 95% of votes
counted. As of Wednesday afternoon,
Murphy also leads Ciattarelli by less
than one percentage point with about
90% of all votes counted.
As I watched the Virginia election returns Tuesday evening, I was
stunned. Not only did Youngkin defeat
McAuliffe, but he never lost his lead as
the returns came in. If the 2020 presidential election taught us anything, it’s
that late-arriving mail-in ballots swing
overwhelmingly for Democrats. But,
as the percentage of votes counted increased, it became clear that McAuliffe
wasn’t closing the gap enough. With
all said and done, it looks to be a 2%
victory, give or take, for the former college basketball star.
I’ve said this from the beginning, but
Youngkin ran a fantastic campaign. By
connecting himself with former President Donald Trump just enough to

mobilize MAGA Republicans while
steering clear of any Mar-a-Lago meddling, Youngkin played McAuliffe and
his favorite campaigning companion,
President Joe Biden, like a fiddle. Try
as McAuliffe and Biden might to create
it, the caricature of “Glenn Trumpkin”
never caught on. Youngkin’s signature
message — the perceived left-wing
takeover of Virginia’s public schools
— was never on Trump’s radar, which
only boosted his narrative that McAuliffe was an out-of-touch puppet of
teacher’s unions.
And like many other observers, I
questioned Youngkin’s move to seemingly waste his Halloween Sunday
campaigning in Abingdon, Jonesville
and elsewhere in southwest Virginia.
However, it worked out, as these notoriously conservative areas swung
to Youngkin by greater margins than
Trump ever received. Youngkin also
held his own by winning more than a
third of all votes in ulta-liberal Fairfax
County, as well as 57% of white women
— a key demographic in this race who
narrowly preferred Biden to Trump
last year.
So Glenn, I’m sorry for doubting
you. Your victory might just go down

At 12:37 a.m.
Wednesday, the
Associated Press
called Virginia for
Youngkin, who was
leading McAuliffe by
approximately 85,000
votes with more than
95% of votes counted.
As of Wednesday
afternoon, Murphy
also leads Ciattarelli
by less than one
percentage point with
about 90% of all votes
counted.
as the greatest balancing act ever
pulled off by a 6-foot-7 father of four.
Now on to New Jersey, where
Biden’s promise to “Build Back Better” won him a 16-point victory over
Trump in 2020. Most polls — and my
own intuition — expected a slightly
narrower Murphy victory. Such expectations follow the “presidential
backlash,” a phenomenon in which,
during off-year elections, the party
out of power in Washington makes up
some of the ground it lost around the
country.
While I paid more attention to

the Virginia race Tuesday evening, I
couldn’t help but notice that Ciatarelli
was outperforming nearly every poll.
In the conservative-leaning Jersey
Shore counties of Atlantic, Cape May
and Ocean, Ciattarelli now seems
poised to win by double-digit margins.
Similar to the forces that drove
Youngkin’s win in Virginia, Ciattarelli’s relatively strong performance in
Bergen County will be the major storyline if he completes this upset. Bergen, which consists entirely of New
York City suburbs and is New Jersey’s
most populous county, favored Biden
by 16 points in 2020. But with 86% of
this year’s votes in, Murphy’s lead is
only four points.
Ciattarelli’s campaign focused largely on an ancient grievance of Garden
State Republicans: notoriously high
taxes and cost of living. Positioning
himself as an anti-Trump but still
conservative Republican, the former
Hunterdon County legislator has
brought this race to the wire. At this
point, I expect the losing candidate to
wage a recount campaign.
But what does this all mean? For
one, I should’ve seen this Democratic doomsday coming. Inflation (or as
some on the right call it, “Bidenflation”) is rising at historic rates, while
labor shortages and limited oil supply
continue to plague our recovery from
a pandemic.

See ELECTIONS, p. 8

 On the Stamford municipal election and the
   
city’s decade ahead

by Kimia Monzavi
CONTRIBUTOR
kimia.monzavi@uconn.edu

For as long as I can remember,
the relationship between the United
States and Iran has been, well, rocky.
In 2015, President Barack Obama
helped broker a deal — the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action — between
the U.S. and Iran, which lifted the
sanctions that were previously placed
against Iran. In 2018, however, Donald
Trump restored the sanctions in an
effort to put more pressure on Iran’s
government. But, what he failed to realize was that the pressure he put on
Iran was felt by the innocent people of
the country. Not only did these sanctions strain the relationship between
the American and Iranian governments, but Iran’s inflation rate quadrupled, and Iranians’ lives were put
in jeopardy.
The impacts of the sanctions being
restored tremendously affected innocent Iranian civilians. Everyday items
such as meat products became too
expensive to afford. The price of gas
skyrocketed. These factors caused the
people of Iran to break out in protest.
Protests in Iran rarely end without
bloodshed, and 208 people died as a
result. Iran’s government is extremely
oppressive, so Iranians don’t have the
freedom to protest against their. The
Iranian people affected by the sanctions want the governments of Iran
and the U.S. to get along, but when

they show any form of resistance
against their own government, they
are killed.
The Iranian people have been taking hits for their government since
2018. The sanctions caused prices to
go up and Iran’s economy to suffer,
and Iran’s government hasn’t made
the situation any better either. In response, they increased their work on
nuclear weapons, making the U.S.
less inclined to lift sanctions. In order for the sanctions against Iran to
be eased, Biden claims that Iran must
first agree to limit their production
of nuclear weapons. If they don’t, the
sanctions against Iran will remain in
place. However, the U.S. currently has
3,750 nuclear warheads — enough to
destroy the world. The U.S.’s hypocrisy when it comes to nuclear weapons
is clear. The U.S. is trying to control
Iran’s development of nuclear weapons, while the U.S. and many of its
allies possess enough to destroy the
entire world.
According to sanctionskill, 39
countries — one third of humanity
— are currently being impacted by
sanctions. The U.S. is an extremely
powerful country, and the sanctions
it puts on less powerful countries
— such as Iran — target innocent civilians including children and the elderly. In the U.S., it’s easy to ignore or
simply not know about our country’s
relationship with other nations. But
in a country like Iran, the people feel

the effects of these tensions. Food and
gas become expensive. Simply living
becomes expensive. Fighting back, in
this case, could cost your life. Many
U.S. citizens know very little about the
sanctions against Iran. They say as
long as we don’t go to war, we’ll be fine.
However, sanctions are another form
of warfare. The presence of sanctions
between the U.S. and Iran impacts every second of Iranians’ lives.
It is a privilege to be in a position
where you don’t experience the consequences of tensions between nations.
Forcing the innocent people of a country to take hits for their corrupt government is unethical and cruel. Biden
needs to address this issue and move
forward with lifting the sanctions
against Iran. Not doing so would put
even more Iranian lives at risk. Sanctions against Iran make it almost impossible to live for many families. The
U.S. is directly responsible for punishing innocent, defenseless people for
the actions of a corrupt government.

It is a privilege to be
in a position where
you don’t experience
the consequences
of tensions between
nations.

by Michael Hernandez
CONTRIBUTOR
michael.g.2.hernandez@uconn.edu

The 2021 municipal election in
Stamford was one of the most important in the city’s history given that the
City Charter is up for revision and the
government will have to address such
issues as public school infrastructure
and urban development. The heavily
contested mayor’s race between State
Representative Caroline Simmons and
former Mets and Red Sox manager
Bobby Valentine was widely covered
by national media and narrowly decided by 1,500 votes in favor of Simmons.
Yet, it is unclear where the Mayor-elect
and elected members of the Board of
Representatives stand on the city’s
most pressing issues. More importantly, the second largest city in Connecticut still has no clear vision for the
upcoming decade. However, one thing
is clear: the challenges ahead are bigger than any political party or branch
of government and Stamford officials
must come together to create a cohesive vision for the decade ahead.
A few months ago, the official 2020
Census figures awarded Stamford a
new title: second largest city in Connecticut. While this is a major milestone for the city, expansion comes
with greater challenges ranging from
infrastructure to education to development. The stakes are even higher when

considering that Stamford is the economic engine of the state, as evidenced
by the large number of companies
headquartered in the city and those
still moving in. Newly elected officials
will have to deal with this new mix of
companies, residents and issues at a
much higher level of responsibility in
coming years. The changes happening
in the city are unquestionable, but it is
unclear how city officials will change
the status quo to accommodate new
growth.
The lack of a clear vision for Stamford is not a lost cause but rather an opportunity for the newly elected government to re-envision the decade ahead.
As Mayor-elect Simmons pointed out
in her acceptance speech, there are
many strengths to build on: Stamford
boasts a strong economy, housing market and standard of living. Coupled
together, these metrics put Stamford
in a strong place to negotiate its future
with developers, companies and the
state government. For instance, the
city needs to spend about half a billion
dollars rebuilding five schools, and
without any policy changes, residents
will have to pay the bill. However, if city
officials push the state government for
more funding or move forward with
plans to privatize school buildings, residents will carry a smaller tax burden.

See STAMFORD, p. 8
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UConn
Public Policy
Department hosts
panelists for a
discussion on
cannabis, race
and equity
by Jordana Castelli
STAFF WRITER
jordana.castelli@uconn.edu

O

n Wednesday
afternoon, the
University of
Connecticut
hosted a Public Policy Race
and Equity Dialogue, centered
around a Cannabis Equity discussion. Andréa Comer, the
Deputy Commissioner of Connecticut’s Department of Consumer Protection, moderated
the panel, which included Corrie
Betts, Criminal Justice Chair for
the Connecticut State Conference of the NAACP, and Subira
Gordon, the Executive Director

munities, to have the opportunity to be a part of this industry
without having to have so many
reserves on their lives,” said
Betts. “Let’s make sure there are
resources for those that may not
have those resources that others
do.”
Gordon recalls memories from
her childhood where the individual who was selling drugs was
also the one helping people out
in need.
“I know where I grew up, it
was the person who was the
drug dealer who was the person
that provided for the community,” she said. “In many places,
that was the person who would
help with the rec league, that
was the person who would help

“Systems have been in place to
hurt Black and Brown individuals
for centuries, so how do we change
that narrative and not be afraid of
challenging that?”
- Corrie Betts
Criminal Justice Chair, Connecticut State
Conference of the naacp

of ConnCAN. Together, the panelists discussed a variety of topics surrounding drugs: the war
on drugs, incarceration rates,
solutions and more.
Comer begins the discussion
by asking her panelists why they
believe social equity matters in
the cannabis space.
“I think it would only be fair
for those who have been criminalized for selling the nickel bags
and what have you in their com-

out in the community if someone
could not pay their rent.”
She describes the war on drugs
as an economic perspective for
many individuals who were trying to provide for their families
and community.
“We would not be doing our
jobs and we would not be doing
due diligence if we were not creating spaces in the legalized industry where these communities
have, I think, a leg up,” she said.

Betts strongly agrees with
Gordon’s mission to create spaces for those individuals in today’s cannabis space.
“I believe if we are able to
change and work with policies
to make sure that those communities that aren’t able and have
been in that disproportionate
area, have those opportunities to
build economically,” he said.
Betts touches upon the importance of strong infrastructure,
such as education, health and
housing, to help keep communities afloat. Gordon has had her
own experience with the need
for strong infrastructure in her
education.
When visiting the Cheshire
Correctional Facility, Gordon
spoke to men who didn’t even
know how to read until they
were incarcerated, a failure
placed upon them by our education system.
“If we are allowing young men
to be 19 years old when you get
arrested and you don’t know
how to read, that is a failure of
the system,” she said. “If we cannot solve the educational issue,
we will not solve any of the other
issues.”
Many of these fundamental
problems lie within the systems
that were emplaced decades ago.
“How do you reform a system that was created to do exactly what it has been doing for
years,” Betts asked. “Systems
have been in place to hurt Black
and Brown individuals for centuries, so how do we change that
narrative and not be afraid of
challenging that?”
Thankfully, the panelists today are in charge of creating the
system that legalizes cannabis,
which means they will construct
it to the best of their ability.
Their positions, the diversity in
meetings and funds available are
only a few things that prompt
Betts, Comer and Gordon to remain hopeful in this legislation.
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prohibition
style with

polite provisions
by DC Life Section
life@dailycampus.com

This summer, I visited my
cousin and sister in San Diego:
a land of fusion food, cool culture and pretty places. My cousin is a fellow foodie, and more
broadly, an experience seeker —
from raved-about restaurants to
trendy travels, I trust her to help
make the most out of our time
together. She wouldn’t necessarily call herself a big drinker, but
rather, a social drinker, seeking
out alcohol outings as unique
as any other activity she engages in. When I visited San Diego
in May, I had only been 21 for a
few weeks, and my cousin was

more than happy to help me enjoy my newly legal status. Up until that point, I had mostly only
frequented 21+ establishments
that were more club-like. I was
hoping to experience something
more akin to a dignified or sophisticated bar, and my cousin
had just what I was looking for:
Polite Provisions, “Manufacturers of Local Tonics, Elixirs
and Cures.” Located on the corner of 30th and Adams, the bar
plays up a glamorous, Prohibition-style place from the decor to
the drinks, and it was the perfect
first themed-bar experience for a
newly 21-year-old.
Even if we visited on a Wednesday night and the restaurant is a
respectable size, we still waited
about half an hour to be seated.
Our party waited in the temperate southern California weath-

er while we perused the drinks
menu, as well as the food menu
of the connected sister establishment. Fortunate Son is similarly
decked out in theme, embodying
the 1920s style of San Francisco Chinatown with rich colors,
lavish lanterns and decorations
abound. Frequenters of Polite
Provisions could order food from
the American Chinese restaurant while they sip their drinks.
(I know this is a drink column,
but Hollieats would want me to
let our readers know that the
restaurant is nothing to write
home about — certainly nice to
scarf down fried rice, General
Tso’s and crab Rangoons to soak
up the alcohol in our stomachs,
but I can give a list of better authentic and Americanized Chinese places on the east and west
coasts.

The bar makes use of its corner location, opening up its
shutters to the brisk evening air
and letting polite conversation
filter throughout the restaurant.
Polite Provisions is dimly lit for
ambiance and gold accents are
the name of the game, from the
tables to the drink display to the
ceiling. Even the bathroom was
decked out in gold and silver
coins, reflecting the opulence of
the time period. Our party oohed
and aahed at the bottles lined up,
row after row, on the shelves in
the back, their designs mimicking the potions and elixirs in the
bar’s name. Polite Provisions
has truly thought of the theme
down to the last detail, with ornate cocktails napkins in a lush
green and embossed with “Polite
as F**k” in bright gold. When we
asked for extra napkins to take

home, the waiter actually gave
us large stickers with the same
charming phrase.
But what we’re waiting for: the
drinks. I loved how all the drinks
sounded like elixirs and potions,
because I honestly didn’t recognize half the ingredients. The
menu was a respectable size,
with beer and wine for those
looking to keep it classic and
cocktails designated “cool and
refreshing,” “spirit forward,”
“island vibes,” “draft cocktails,”
“champagne cocktails” and even
to-go cocktails. If you’re in a larger party — this drink specifies it
serves three people or more —
they offer the “promise of paradise punch bowl” for $50 with
strawberry tequila, Aperitivo
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Photos from the 1920s prohibition era. Polite Provisions, located in San Diego, California, is a themed
eatery that embodies the prohibition era. The restaurant is adorned in gold and silver accents, but the
bar area is where the restaurant shines; the decor and extensive drinks menu perfectly fits the ambiance of a speakeasy, similar to one in the roaring ‘20s.
PHOTO COURTESY OF ELEANOR JAEKEL, FLICKR

Rating: 4.5/5

THIRSTY

Cappelletti, lemon and sparkling
rosé. If you’re looking for something to cool you down, order
the special “lazy river slushy”
with Mount Gay Eclipse Rum,
mango, vanilla, pineapple, Peychaud’s and orange bitters for
$15. In fact, I ended up ordering
this purple-hued drink because
the “two per person maximum”
caught my eye. I have tried and
enjoyed tropical cocktails with
rum, mango and pineapple before, but the vanilla and orange
bitters added a nice twist that
made the drink more refreshing
than sickly sweet, which juicelike drinks are wont to do. I do
understand the limit, because I
could not tell there was alcohol
in the drink at all.
My sister ordered the Princess
Peach daiquiri with pineapple
rum, raspberry, lime and peach
bitters for $12, and it was stronger and less sweet than I expected. If you don’t mind the bite of
rum, it’s a yummy drink, but it
certainly doesn’t mask the taste
like the lazy river. My cousin
tried the “purple haze” with London Dry gin, lychee, hibiscus,
white peppercorn, pineapple,
lemon, lime and orange bitters
for $13. I’m glad she ordered it
because it caught my eye as well,
and the drink didn’t disappoint.
I’m not sure if it was the lychee
or the combination of the rest of
the ingredients, but I was pleasantly surprised how unique the
cocktail taste: refreshing, fruity
and light. It was also the start of
my fascination with gin.
I wish I could return to Polite
Provisions whenever I want to
revert to the sophisticated — yet
obviously socially-troubled —
1920s, Gatsby-era. However, I’ll
just have to mull over the cool
cocktail titles thousands of miles
away and look for a Prohibition
escape somewhere closer.

THURSDAY

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA (LEFT)
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Huskytalk | Is UConn worth it?
“I feel like last year
online, it felt like an
extension of high
school. But being
here this semester
with all of the opportunities in front
of me it feels worth
it.”

“Um, see that’s
tough because I
think it depends
on the major you
choose. I’ve enjoyed
my time here, but I
don’t think it is for
everyone.”
Frank Lewis
Biomedical Engineering
Seventh semester

“I came into it not
sure about UConn,
but now I am really grateful for what
these four years have
brought me.”

Emma Ranaghan
Finance
Third semester

Nadya Ponthempilly
Biomedical Engineering
Seventh semester

Virginia and New Jersey’s elections
cannot explain why Youngkin and needs to give Democrats something
Ciatarelli (even if the latter loses) to run on that will re-energize his
To what extent the Biden admin- both closed double-digit deficits af- 2020 coalition. Infrastructure is a
istration and congressional Demo- ter their party flopped in the Califor- great start, but I would not be surprised to see him press harder on
crats are to blame for such an under- nia recall just two months ago.
Like Obama after the Democrats’ free community college or climate
whelming recovery will be debated
for another year — and ultimately 2009 losses, the ball is now in Biden’s action. I don’t believe Biden has the
settled by next November’s mid- court. His appearances with McAu- political capital to accomplish these
terms — but the momentum hasn’t liffe and Murphy did not energize goals right now, but he needs to find
been on Biden’s side for several his base, and it clearly pushed away it.
Democrats still control both housmonths now. The president’s August too many Independents. For Demwithdrawal from Afghanistan drew ocrats, campaigning on unrealized es of Congress, even if House Repubcriticism across the political spec- infrastructure proposals and a fear licans are suggesting Nancy Pelosi’s
trum. The cultural issues, perfectly of COVID-19 as cases decline nation- successor will soon be elected. Biden
must know that, unless something
illustrated by “Let’s go Brandon” ally was a losing move.
But if Biden is smart, he can learn major changes the landscape of what
chants across the country, have enerfrom these 2021 failures and gear up we saw this week, Republicans across
gized Republicans at a critical time.
The presidential backlash is a fac- for 2022. If he wants to stop the GOP America will be more than happy to
winning NOVEMBER
back Congress, Biden
tor in Democrats’ losses, but it alone
FOR from
RELEASE
4, 2021vote him out next November.
ELECTIONS, cont. from p. 4

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Crossword
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
ACROSS
1 “And was
Jerusalem
builded here /
Among these
dark Satanic __?”:
Blake
6 Fortune’s partner
10 Old home theater
setups
14 Something to bid
15 Plant not actually
in the lily genus
16 Sound from a
roller coaster
17 Garnish at the bar
19 Essence
20 Key under a tilde
21 Actress __ Gurira
who plays Okoye
in recent Marvel
films
22 Locks with a bar
23 Attack with vigor
25 Is able to
27 Tough
gymnastics
maneuver
32 Laid-back
35 Van Gogh setting
36 Texter’s intro to
a take
37 Name meaning
“born again”
38 Tie for cooking
39 Related
40 Graceless sort
41 Where to see lots
of fans
42 Refine
43 Heavy surf
feature
46 Nickname used
by Shaggy
47 Animosity
51 “Whoa, didn’t
expect to see you
here”
53 A thousand ccs
56 “Well, well, well!”
57 Reason to wear
a hat
58 Reason to wear
a hat ... or what
17-, 27- or
43-Across may
describe
60 Record blemish
61 Most applied-to
U.S. sch. in the
fall of 2021
62 Singer featured
on Missy Elliott’s
“Lose Control”

11/4/21

By Nancy Stark and Will Nediger

63 Jacob’s dozen
64 Distort
65 ’50s bomb
DOWN
1 Valletta’s island
2 Creative output
3 Swing supports
4 Sign before Virgo
5 Old timer
6 Be obsequious
7 Showcase for
pipes?
8 Cutting-edge
instrument?
9 Ambulance pro
10 Car once
marketed as the
Rabbit
11 Young at heart
12 Take a breather
13 Spreads, as sails
18 Soft rock
22 BFFs
24 Skilled
26 Metal sources
28 “Trilogy of Terror”
star
29 Squeezed (out)
30 “Let’s do it!”
31 (The) Atlantic, to
Brits
32 “Zeeba” eater in
the comic “Pearls
Before Swine”

Wednesday’s Puzzle Solved

COMIC BY KAITLYN TRAN, STAFF ARTIST/THE DAILY CAMPUS

©2021 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

33 Pick up, in a way
34 Trendy
38 Folk group, often
39 Congregation cry
41 Greeting at sea
42 Grasping nature
44 Tracks of a sort
45 __ 51
48 Score
conclusions
49 Place to see
some Chicago
touchdowns?

11/4/21

50 Word with family
or flush
51 “Windows to the
soul”
52 Religious art
image
54 Like frivolous
chatter
55 Spring harbinger
58 It picks people
up
59 Done with, with
“of”

The future of Connecticut’s
second-largest city
STAMFORD, cont. from p. 4
None of these options were possible a decade ago because Stamford
had a smaller population and fewer
bargaining chips, but in the decade
ahead, Stamford will have leverage to
negotiate a variety of deals. The newly elected government must take advantage of the city’s strength and potential to bring more funding to the
city and address the most pressing

issues affecting residents. Moreover,
if a clear and broader vision for the
city is to emerge, the Mayor-elect and
the elected members of the Board of
Representatives must be clear about
their stance on policy issues.
The days of the state government
ignoring Stamford’s needs or developers profiting without responsibility can be left in the past decade, but
only if the newly elected government
puts forward a clear vision for the decade ahead.
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Fencing Preview: UConn looks to impress
at the NEIFC Fall Invitational
by Sam Zelin

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
sam.zelin@uconn.edu

After over a year and a half break
from conference events, the University of Connecticut fencing team
heads to Vassar this Sunday for the
North England Intercollegiate Fencing Conference Fall Invitational.
With a roster of 22 fencers attending
the individual event, hopes are high
for a strong showing. The NEIFC is
a unique conference, as it includes
both NCAA and club squads, so
there is significant opportunity to
fence a variety of styles and skill
levels. Other schools competing on
Sunday include club teams from Boston University, Dartmouth, Northeastern, Stony Brook, Tufts’ Men’s
team, UMass, UNH, URI, UVM and
Williams, as well as NCAA teams
Brandeis, MIT, Sacred Heart, Tufts’
Women’s Team and Vassar.

Men’s Épée
For the men’s épée tournament,
UConn is sending seven fencers
to a pool of 85. Returning UConn
starters Edward Russell and Sam
Zelin are the highest seeded of the
squad, with initial seeds of 21 and
25 respectively. After a disappointing showing at the NEIFC Championships in February of 2020, these
two look to bounce back with the
return of tournament play.
Next, UConn has two other USFA
rated fencers for men’s épée, new-

comers Chris Pedersen and Adin
Jennings, seeded at 31 and 36. This
is Pedersen’s first event fencing for
UConn, while Jennings outperformed the rest of the team in October’s scrimmage tournament with
URI, WPI and Smith.
Rounding out the seven are Brad
Corrado, Phil Nicopoulos and Braden Migneault at seeds 66, 67 and
68. Corrado and Nicopoulos both
have fencing experience from before
coming to the UConn team, while
Migneault came to the sport at the
beginning of this semester.

Women’s Épée
UConn’s women’s épée team is
sending two fencers to a pool of 59.
Returning starter Grace McFadden
and newcomer Lela Romeo are seeded at 50 and 49 . McFadden swapped
from foil to épée in 2020, and is competing in her second tournament for
UConn épée, having fenced at the
Fall Invitational as a foilist in 2019.
Romeo joined fencing at the beginning of the semester, and is competing for the first time.

Men’s Foil
UConn men’s foil is sending four
fencers to a pool of 72. Returning
starter Dalton Hawie is joined by
Josh Liefeld, Dan Schurk and Eric
Moore, all of whom have been with
the team for multiple years. While
the squad has no USFA ratings,
placing their seedings at 50, 51, 52

and 53, they bring years of experience to the piste and look to perform well on Sunday.
At the previous Fall Invitational, Moore and Hawie placed
57th and 58th.

Women’s Foil
Similarly to men’s foil, the women’s
squad is also sending four fencers to
the tournament, with a total pool of
55. Returning starter Kathryn Atkinson, the only UConn fencer to make
the individual stage of the 2020 NEIFC Championship, is seeded highest of the group at 7. Sneha Kumar,
who fenced at the 2019 Invitational,
is seeded 12th. Kumar and Atkinson
are the two fencers who competed in
the previous invitational, where they
placed 29th and 30th.
Other fencers from the squad are
Sally Dai and Julia Luscomb, with
seeds 43 and 44. Luscomb comes to
the team with experience fencing in
high school, and competed at the October scrimmage. Dai joined the team
last year, but given that competition
was suspended due to COVID-19,
this is her first tournament.

Men’s Sabre
Men’s sabre is also sending four
fencers to a pool of 71. Returning
starters Andy Friebus and Thomas George are seeded at 16 and 56,
respectively. While Friebus was
unable to compete in the last NEIFC event, George did compete

Adin Jennings, of UConn, avoids an infighting touch from his opponent during the Small One, a fencing tournament hosted by the
UConn Fencing Club, on Oct. 16, 2021. Jennings placed second in
the tournament for épée. PHOTO BY BRANDON BARZOLA, MANAGING EDITOR/THE
DAILY CAMPUS

and earned a victory over Sacred
Heart. George also placed 36th in
the 2019 Fall Invitational.

Women’s Sabre
The women’s sabre squad is only
sending one fencer, Alex Boutin, to a
field of 49. Boutin is a returning start-

er, and is going into Sunday seeded
15th. Having competed in the previous Fall Invitational, Boutin looks to
improve on a 21st place finish.
Overall, this tournament will be a
steep mountain to climb for a team
getting back into the tournament
groove after a long hiatus, but the
climb is certainly not impossible.

1st-place Minnesota gives coach PJ Fleck new 7-year contract
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Prominently included in the endless
supply of mottos and slogans
that Minnesota coach P.J. Fleck
uses to guide his players and
tout the program is the importance of sustainability.
Fleck and the Gophers took
their latest step Wednesday toward perpetuating that value,
agreeing to a new seven-year
contract that lasts through the
2028 season.
“We get to make a life here, not
just make a living, and I think
that is very difficult to find in
our profession,” said Fleck, who
was making $4.65 million this
year before incentives.
Minnesota, which leads the
Big Ten West Division with four
games to go, added two years to
Fleck's deal, gave him a nominal annual raise, bumped up the
budget for his assistants and increased the buyout he'd have to
pay the university if he were to
leave early for another job.
“P.J. is being genuine when he
talks about he wants to be here,”
athletic director Mark Coyle said.
“We have a coach that people are
going to pay attention to on a national landscape, and his name
comes up a lot, and so we feel like
from an institutional perspective,
having that high buyout obviously provides the protection.”
The deal, which is pending approval by the university’s board
of regents, is as arguably as much
about goodwill and symbolism as
it is about money and term.
Fleck's raise for 2022, the first

full year of the new contract, is
$300,000 — about 6%. Instead of
escalating salaries, he now gets a
flat $5 million in annual pay. The
standard bonuses — $100,000
for winning or tying for the West
Division title, for example — remain. There's an addition of
$100,000 each for the Gophers
reaching eight and nine regular
season wins. The supplementary salary pool for the purpose
of attracting, retaining and rewarding assistants also rises
to $350,000 next year, up from
$200,000 in 2021.
The biggest increases came
with the termination fees Fleck
would owe Minnesota if he were
to hop to another program. The
first-year buyout stayed at $10
million, but the next four seasons
saw the following jumps: $4.5
million to $7 million in 2023, $3
million to $5 million in 2024, $3
million to $4 million in 2025, and
$2 million to $3 million in 2026.
Fleck's name was circulated
in media speculation for recent
head coach vacancies at Florida State, Tennessee and USC,
which has yet to pick a full-time
successor to Clay Helton. Even if
those links have been all smoke
and no fire, that matters not on
the cutthroat recruiting circuit
when it comes to competing with
other schools for prospects.
“That's why you do it now. You
put that to bed. You know where
you want to be,” said Fleck, who
is 32-21 in four-plus seasons
with the Gophers after leaving
Western Michigan in 2017.

Minnesota head coach P.J. Fleck talks on the radio during the second half of an NCAA college football
game against Northwestern in Evanston, Ill., Saturday, Oct. 30, 2021. PHOTO BY NAM Y. HUH/AP

He signed the last page of the
agreement Wednesday in front of
his players at the end of practice.
“I wanted them to understand
why I was doing that, because
it was about them. It was about
bringing their families back one
day and having the same culture
they played in be here,” Fleck said.
Fleck, who will turn 41 on
Nov. 29, last had his contract
increased and extended in 2019.
The Gophers finished 11-2 that
year, ranked 10th in the final

Associated Press poll. This was
the fourth adjustment made to
his original 2017 deal, and he's
now in the upper middle class in
terms of head coach compensation in the 14-team Big Ten.
Minnesota (6-2, 4-1) landed at
No. 20 in the first edition of the
College Football Playoff rankings
this week after beating Northwestern 41-14 for its fourth straight win.
The Gophers are alone atop
their division, with Illinois due in
town on Saturday. Their biggest

tests will be the rivalry games
at Iowa on Nov. 13 and the regular-season finale against Wisconsin on Nov. 27, matchups that will
determine the West title.
“I think this sends a strong
message that we want Minnesota to be a destination spot, and
there’s no reason why we can’t
do it here,” Coyle said. "There’s
absolutely no reason why we
can’t compete at a high level, and
it’s on us to continue to make
that progress and growth.”

Florida’s Richardson has concussion,
uncertain to play at SC

Florida quarterback Anthony Richardson (15) is taken down by
Georgia linebacker Nakobe Dean (17) and linebacker Adam Anderson (19) during the second half of an NCAA college football game
Saturday, Oct. 30, 2021, in Jacksonville, Fla. PHOTO BY ATLANTA JOURNAL-CONSTITUTION/AP

GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP) —
Florida quarterback Anthony
Richardson is recovering from a
concussion, potentially opening
the door for Emory Jones to start
at South Carolina on Saturday.
Richardson was knocked out
of last week's 34-7 loss to topranked Georgia following a hit to
the head/neck area. He was diagnosed with a concussion and sat
out practice Monday and Tuesday.
Jones played well off the bench,
completing 10 of 14 passes for 112
yards. He also ran for Florida's
lone score.
Coach Dan Mullen raved
about Jones' attitude since getting replaced by Richardson last
month, saying he's handled the
move even better than expected.

“His character, his work ethic,
his demeanor is unbelievable,”
Mullen said during the Southeastern Conference's coaches call
Wednesday. "You look at Saturday
and very easily as a young guy you
can sit there and say, ‘Hey, this is
not exactly the situation that I was
hoping to be in right now.’ That
wasn’t his case at all.
“We had a discussion. He said,
‘Coach, I’m 100% all-in. I’m ready
to go. I’m prepared. You point at
me to get in that game, I’ll go execute and play. I’m ready to go.’ ...
It just shows his character and the
type of young man that he is that
he was prepared for that moment.”
Jones started the first seven
games of this season, but had
nearly as many interceptions (9)

as touchdown passes (10). Richardson replaced him in a loss at
LSU on Oct. 16 and is expected to
be the guy going forward.
Richardson,
a
6-foot-4,
236-pound
freshman
from
Gainesville, has completed 58%
of his passes for 474 yards, with
five TD passes and five interceptions. Jones and Richardson also
are the team's top two rushers,
with Jones leading the way with
516 yards and three scores.
No matter who starts against the
Gamecocks, the Gators are looking
for a turnaround down the stretch.
Florida is expected to be favored
by double digits in each of its four
remaining games: at South Carolina, against Samford, at Missouri
and against Florida State.
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Photo of the Day | Don’t you want a hug?

The UConn women’s ice hockey team suffer a 0-3 defeat against Merrimack College at the Mark Edward Frietas Ice Forum in Storrs, CT on Oct. 29, 2021. Despite the loss, the Huskies played against the Warriors the week before and won 3-2. PHOTO BY VANITA PATEL, GRAB PHOTOGRAPHER/ THE DAILY CAMPUS
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Which conference should UConn football move to?

🏈

🏈

With FBS schools across the country like Houston, Cincinnati,
Texas and Oklahoma planning to switch conferences recently, the
sports writers at the Daily Campus decided to do a fun experiment
by answering this question: Which conference should UConn football move to? The program previously had ties to a Conference USA
move but is now leaning toward staying independent. However, we
are picking which conference would be right for the program’s future, assuming every conference would accept the lowly program
with open arms and the team didn’t want to remain independent.
Our writers have their takes:

Full disclosure: my original choice was the ACC and I’m fully aware that we are not west of the
mountains, but I got thinking and honestly, UConn football could really have a place out west. University of Hawai’i Rainbow Warriors’ depth isn’t very far off from UConn’s, and that was my one wish
when the team went independent--to play on the islands. That dream has yet to be fulfilled, but I’ll
always believe that it would be a great matchup. I know we already played Fresno State and it was, by
definition, a nightmare game. However, I do believe that the Huskies have come a long way since the
beginning of the season under the direction of interim head coach Lou Spanos. Would UConn win if
there was a rematch? Or if it was played at The Rent? Truthfully, I don’t know, but what I do know is
that UConn would not leave the game scoreless. A more positive memory took place at The Rent when
UConn hosted the Wyoming Cowboys and led the entire game, only to lose by two points. Not two
touchdowns, but two individual points. The final 2-point conversion was no good, and failed to tie the
game and force an overtime. Nonetheless, Huskies fans were proud of the team’s performance and that
loss was heartbreaking solely because of how well UConn played. Should UConn join the Mountain
West Conference, we would be in for more close games like that and UConn Football would revive
itself as a spectator sport. The Huskies would really hold their own and perhaps get a chance to warm
up from the cold, Storrs winds.

- Taylor Coonan, Campus Correspondent

Let’s be real here. UConn is plain
and simply going to have trouble winning in most conferences that aren’t the
Northeast Conference. As many of you
might imagine, I’m hungry for wins
and it would be reasonable to assume
that many of the players are too. In this
bottom-tier FCS conference environment, the Huskies would be well-positioned to get some victories and win
the conference. This is supported by
the Sagarin Computer rankings, which
place UConn in first place in the conference if they were to join. Better yet,
this conference makes more sense geographically than any other potential
conference. The footprint is securely
in the Mid-Atlantic and New England
area and even features two Connecticut
opponents in Sacred Heart University
and Central Connecticut State University. Given their current level of football
and location, the Northeast Conference
feels like a clear option for the Huskies.

- Stratton Stave,
Campus Correspondent

I want to focus on the UConn Huskies as a whole. Right now, football is being represented mainly by No. 10 Wake
Forest (the team that also fields fellow high school football member Matt Gulbin). By adding us, ACC football could have
more than one ranked team at this point in the season, whether that goes to someone like Boston College or Clemson,
who we play on Nov. 13. The main reason the Huskies should go to the ACC is because of basketball. Historically, this has
been the conference for college hoops, whether it is Duke or UNC running the table just about every season. By adding
the Huskies, UConn hoops would have outstanding rivalries against schools like UNC and Duke (men’s basketball) as
well as Louisville and Notre Dame (women’s basketball). Also, don’t forget about the memories we could make in both
soccer and baseball as well. If Syracuse, Boston College, Virginia Tech and Miami moved from the Big East to the ACC,
then why shouldn’t we?

- Cole Stefan, Campus Correspondent
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Stratton’s college football ATS picks
by Stratton Stave
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
stratton.stave@uconn.edu

Last week was abysmal to say
the least. For the first time this
season, I’m under .500 and I’ll really be counting on this week as
a bounceback effort. Although it
doesn’t count as a win for me, I
think it is safe to say that UConn
did in fact lose to the BYE week, as
demonstrated through being tied
to Conference USA expansion. My
only other win came in the BYU
game that was historically high
scoring, with BYU pulling out the
victory with 66 points. Let’s hope
I do better this week, which happens to be fairly uneventful!

Liberty at No. 16 Ole Miss
(-9.5) (Saturday at noon on
SECN):
Coming off a tough loss at Auburn, Ole Miss will be looking to
have a key rebound effort to keep
them in SEC championship con-

tention. Rebels QB Matt Corral
has been phenomenal on the season, but last week’s no touchdown
dud was disappointing to say the
least. Given the fact that Corral is
such a high-caliber player, there is
no doubt in my mind that he will
be back and better than ever this
time. The Flames of Liberty have
had a generally successful campaign, but will have to readjust to
a different level of competition for
this one after having their way versus UMass. Ole Miss will be mad
and will have their way in this one.
The pick: Ole Miss

No. 12 Baylor (-6.5) at
TCU (Saturday at 3:30 p.m.
on FOX):
Baylor has been impressive this
year so far, led by RB Abram Smith’s
11 touchdowns in eight games. The
Bears’ defense has also been stunningly good in a Big 12 conference
known for their offense, not allowing 30 points in any games this year.

Although they’ve struggled on the
road, this is a good chance to break
out against a skidding TCU team
that has lost their past three games
against tough competition. Given
their lack of offense as of late, it feels
difficult for them to pick up a win
here. Baylor wins big away here.
The pick: Baylor

Tulsa at No. 6 Cincinnati (-22.5) (Saturday at 3:30
p.m. on ESPN2):
It feels a little curious why ESPN’s College Gameday has elected
to travel to Cincinnati for this one.
Tulsa is simply not anywhere near
the Bearcats’ level, as demonstrated
by their dismal 3-5 record and recent
45-10 loss at home versus current
No. 20 Houston. Cincinnati on the
other hand is going to be absolutely
enraged. Their 8-0 start has earned
them the No. 2 slot in the AP Poll,
but in the first edition of the CFP
Rankings, they sit at No. 6. They’ll
want to show everyone watching

that they are the real deal and won’t
spare a struggling Golden Hurricane squad in the process.
The pick: Cincinnati

No. 13 Auburn at No. 14
Texas A&M (-4.5) (Saturday
at 3:30 p.m. on CBS):
Ever since their disappointing
start that included two straight losses, the Aggies have felt like a completely different team. They demonstrated their turnaround at first by
hosting then No. 1 Alabama and
beating them in a statement game
and have followed it up with two
strong performances. Auburn has
also looked strong lately, with their
past two games resulting in wins
over ranked opponents. This will be
a tough, low scoring game, but the
factor that will give the Aggies an
edge is the electricity of Kyle Field.
Home field will be the difference
here in a gritty contest.
The pick: Texas A&M

No. 19 NC State (-2.5) at
Florida State (Saturday at
4 p.m. on ACCN):
No one expected Florida State to
be great this year, but, conversely,
no one expected them to be quite
this bad. The Seminoles had been
able to string together a few quality
games in a row against unranked
competition, but this run was
swiftly snuffed by a disappointing
Clemson team. NC State has had a
good, but pedestrian season, with
no wins against currently ranked
competition. The Wolfpack are
led by QB Devin Leary, who is
having a strong campaign with 21
touchdowns in eight games. Florida State just isn’t good enough to
trust, so I’ll take the NC State here.
The pick: NC State

Stratton’s Record: 17-18
(.486); 1-4 last week if you
don’t count UConn’s loss to
BYE Week

Spin’s Fantasy Football Factory: Booms & Busts for Week 9
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
nicholas.spinali@uconn.edu

I’m not normally one to brag, but
after Spin’s Fantasy Football Factory churned out five correct boom/
bust predictions out of six, with
the other prediction a tie, I’ll take
this moment to give myself a pat on
the back. Perhaps after my boom
predictions from last week finished Week 8 as fantasy football’s
WR1, RB5 and TE1, and my bust
predictions finished as the WR27,
RB33 and TE16 (my only “tie” of
the week), I’ve earned your attention as a person to consult if you’re
unsure of who to start or sit every
week. That’s why I’m here to help
you to determine which players you
should be optimistic about starting
in Week 9, and which players you
should taper your expectations for.
Without further ado, here are my
boom or bust predictions for Week
9 of the NFL season.

Boom - Hunter Renfrow,
WR, LV at NYG
Following Henry Ruggs’ release
on Tuesday, the Raiders will need
to find a way to distribute his 5.1
targets per game and 469 receiving
yards among their other receivers. Bryan Edwards and Zay Jones
may emerge as more prominent
figures in the Raiders’ passing attack, but neither can be trusted for
fantasy purposes right away. Renfrow, on the other hand, has been
Las Vegas’ most steady receiver
other than Darren Waller over the
last few seasons, and he is second
on the team in total targets this
season behind only Waller. He’s
already a PPR machine, catching

at least five passes in all but one
game this season. He’ll have the
opportunity to solidify himself as
the top wide receiver in Las Vegas
against a Giants defense that is in
the bottom-third of the league in
fantasy points allowed to wide receivers this year. He’s not known
for being a big-play type of player,
but I’d be willing to guess that the
12.6 points that he’s projectected
to score in ESPN PPR formats will
be topped with ease on Sunday.

Bust - D.J. Moore, WR,
CAR vs. NE
The Panthers started 3-0, but after doing their best impression of
the 2017-18 Browns and losing four
games in a row, Carolina is lucky
to be 4-4 when they take on New
England this Sunday. Carolina’s offense has been on and off, but even
if star Christan McCaffrey can suit
up for the first time since Week 3,
it’ll definitely be off with turnover
machine P.J. Walker filling in at
the helm for the concussed Sam
Darnold. The Patriots have played
in some tight games this season,
holding the Buccaneers to only
19 points, taking the Cowboys
to overtime and scrapping a win
away from the Chargers earlier in
the season. They can hang in with
any opponent, and quite frankly,
they’re trending in the opposite direction as the Carolina Panthers.
Bill Belichick knows how to take
away an opponent's best players,
and you know he’ll try to do that
with Moore on Sunday. With Walker leading the charge, Moore’s ceiling will be severely limited.

Boom - Aaron Jones, RB,
GB at KC

Awt first, I wanted to put Jonathan Taylor in this spot for a cakewalk matchup against the Jets, but
with news that Jordan Love will
start at quarterback following a
positive COVID-19 test from Aaron Rodgers, there is reason to believe that the Packers offense will
operate through Jones for a midday matchup in Kansas City this
Sunday, giving Jones perhaps the
biggest ceiling in fantasy football
this week. Despite ranking among
the middle of the pack in terms of
fantasy points allowed to running
backs, they’ve been obliterated by
opposing quarterbacks, giving up
the second most
fantasy
Photo Courtesy of ESPN

by Nick Spinali

points
to opposing
quarterbacks
this season. There’s
no real reason to think that Love
will be taking a ton of downfield
shots on Sunday, so most of his
passes will be checked down to his
running backs, giving Jones a solid
floor. Jones is already a PPR machine, and we’ve seen games where
he’s scored two, three, even four
touchdowns in the past.

Bust - Jeremy McNichols,
RB, TEN at LAR
The Titans now have a Derrick
Henry-sized hole to fill on offense,
and it will be up to younger Jeremy
McNichols and veteran Adrian Peterson to fill the gap. With Peterson,
who hasn’t played an NFL snap this
season, getting back up to speed,
McNichols will likely draw the start
against the Rams this weekend.
The Rams run defense has not been
outstanding, but still ranks among
the top half of the NFL in terms of
fantasy points allowed to opposing running backs. They also just
acquired All-Pro edge Von Miller,
adding to an already formidable front seven.
It’s impossible to predict how the Titans
offense will operate
without Henry, but
one thing seems
clear: they won’t
be running the
ball as much
as they had
been,
especially in a game
against
the
Rams, where
the
Titans
could
be playing catchup and the ball will be in the air
more often than not. I’d wait and
see what McNichols can do before
he can claim a starting spot in your
fantasy lineup.

Boom - Dallas Goedert,
TE, PHI vs. LAC
The Eagles finally figured it out
last week against the Lions, scoring
44 points. Quarterback Jalen Hurts
only threw for 103 yards while

three players eclipsed 50 rushing
yards. Assuming the Eagles take a
similar approach into their Week 9
matchup against the Chargers, how
exactly could an Eagles pass-catcher be expected to boom in fantasy?
Well, combining 103 yards passing
yards from Hurts and the 11 from
backup Garner Minshew, Goedert
actually caught 63% of the Eagles
passing yards on the day. He has a
clear-cut role in this offense, which
has grown ever since the departure
of Zach Ertz to the Arizona Cardinals. The Chargers will be a tougher test than the lowly Lions, so expect more than 11 total completions
to be made by Eagles quarterbacks
this week. Also expect an even bigger game from Goedert.

Bust - Dalton Schultz, TE,
DAL vs. DEN
Schultz has been a solid fantasy
contributor all season, but is coming off of a 3.1 point dud despite
Cooper Rush attempting 40 passes in a primetime matchup against
the Vikings last weekend. Schultz
did manage to see seven targets in
that game, but Dallas already has
a ton of mouths to feed on offense,
and they are expecting to activate
Michael Gallup from the injured reserve list and have him return to the
lineup very soon. When it comes
down to it, I wouldn’t expect major
production from Schultz against a
Broncos team that is seventh in the
NFL in points allowed to opposing
tight ends. Although he and quarterback Dak Prescott have clear
chemistry on the field, his upside
will be capped upon Gallup’s return and his floor may fall. There
are better options with more upside
to turn to this week.

This is a win-win weekend for Edward Gaming
by Ashton Stansel
SPORTS EDITOR
ashton.stansel@uconn.edu

Edward gaming player at the League of Legends World Championship. The team got out of the quarter-finals for the first time ever
this year and then got out of semi-finals for the first time a week
later and are now facing their hardest challenge. PHOTO COURTESY OF
RIOT GAMES

Two weekends ago, the League
of Legends World Championship quarterfinals were one of
the most underwhelming in the
game’s history. Three of the four
series were 3-0s, the only exception being the two remaining
Chinese rosters facing off, and
none of the 3-0s were all that
close.
Last weekend, the semi-finals took place, with T1 against
DWG Gaming and Edward
Gaming against Gen.G. What
happened next was perhaps the
best semi-final in the history of
Worlds, as both series went a full
five games of drama and chaos
and some of the greatest games
ever.
On Saturday, T1 and DWG
faced off in a battle of the legacies. T1, the best organization
to ever play the game, facing off
against the team who won last
year, got second at last MSI, and
hadn’t lost a game this tournament in the hopes of establishing their own legacy by winning
again. The old guard versus the

new. The handing over, maybe,
of the guard. There is nothing to
say about this series that hadn’t
been said before it even began.
But it lived up to the hype. T1
and DWG went five games. DWG
lost their perfect run at Worlds.
Despite their eventual defeat,
Faker showed what his T1 team
can still do and reaffirmed his
status as a top tier midlaner.
On the other hand, besides
losing two games, DWG got everything they wanted in this series. They won, firstly, but more
than that they won well despite
the lost games. More importantly, they beat T1. At Worlds. With
Faker on the other side of the
rift. In a tournament that looks
more and more like DWG is destined to make it the true basis of
their legacy, destined to make
it a second win in a row to try
and cement their status atop the
mountain of League as one of the
best teams ever.
In the other series, Gen.G and
EDG were battling for a chance
to play spoiler to DWG’s dreams.
Neither of these teams were predicted to win in the finals, but
only one got a chance to and the
series was as good as DWG vs

T1’s was. EDG and Gen.G went
to battle over five maps that
saw Gen.G dominate pit control
while EDG showed off some truly fantastic team fighting including a brilliant Zoe game.
EDG, a team that got out of
the quarterfinals for the first
time ever this year and then got
out of semifinals for the first
time a week later, is now facing
their hardest challenge. DWG
is an unbelievably skilled team.
They’ve lost just two games this
World Championship, to the also
exceptionally skilled T1.
If EDG can win this next series it will go down as history.
But even if they can’t, this is still
a team who went further than
they ever had before, looked better than they ever had before and
performed exceptionally well as
the last surviving Chinese team
at the tournament. Sure, they
can lose to DWG and predictions
so far seem to think that that’s
a guarantee but for this organization, being on that stage is a
win. Getting the chance to play
for the trophy is a win. EDG and
DWG are the No. 1 and No. 2 in
the world. On Saturday, we find
out who is who.
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UConn falls to Georgetown in regular season finale

by Jacob Sondik
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
jacob.sondik@uconn.edu

Going into Wednesday afternoon’s matchup with Georgetown,
the UConn Men’s Soccer team knew
they would have their work cut out
for them. The Hoyas have dominated their way through their schedule,
coming into the game against the
Huskies owning a record of 13-2,
winning seven of their nine conference affairs and going undefeated in
the nation’s capital, maintaining a
9-0 mark at Shaw Field.
The pressure came early and
often from Georgetown, as they
registered several shots in the
opening minutes on UConn goalkeeper Jahmali Waite. The Hoyas
conducted a balanced attack that
saw Kyle Linhares and Dante Polvara attempting shots on target
that forced Waite to get off the
line and make two saves within
the first 15 minutes of play. UConn
had their chances to jump ahead
on the best team in the Big East,
as Okem Chime and Felix Metzler
peppered the net and Georgetown goalie Giannis Nikopolidis
with shots of their own midway
through the first half.
Georgetown responded in the
closing minutes of the first half,
first knocking at the door with a
Stefan Stojanovic shot that was
saved by Waite, and then, breaking through in the 40 minute mark
with the first goal of the contest.
Super sub Ronan Dillon came in for
Stojanovic and immediately made
his presence felt, striking home a
Sean Zawadzki feed. The freshman
from West Hartford scored his
third goal of the season, his first

one since the end of August.
UConn almost notched an equalizer mere minutes into the second
half, but Nikopolidis was there to
stop an Ahdan Tait shot to keep
the Hoyas ahead coming out of
the break. From that point on, the
Husky offense struggled to get anything going, failing to record a shot
for almost the duration of the final
40 minutes. Waite tried to keep his
visiting UConn squad within reach,
making saves on multiple occasions, stopping Chris Hegardt and
Zach Riviere from providing an insurance goal for Georgetown.
The last ditch effort from the
Huskies came with only five minutes remaining in the game, but
shots from Jayden Reid and Bjorn
Nikolajewski could not find the
back of the net. With the Huskies
offense sputtering, as UConn fell to
Georgetown by a final score of 1-0.
UConn got outshot by the Hoyas
11-6 throughout the afternoon, only
putting half of those six shots on
target and with the majority of their
opportunities coming in the first
half. The Georgetown defense prevented the visiting Huskies from
getting onto their third of the field,
as UConn failed to attempt a corner
kick in the final 45 minutes after
only notching one in the first half.
On the defensive end, the Huskies struggled to contain Georgetown without fouling, with 18 on
the day, including 11 in the second
half that slowed momentum on
both sides of the ball. This inhibited the potential for an equalizer
attempt that UConn had sought
after all day. The hurdle of scoring multiple goals that plagued
the Huskies all season was again
not cleared, spelling bad news

Jahmali Waite blocks Creighton University from getting a goal on Oct. 16, 2021. The Hoyas conducted a
balanced attack that saw Kyle Linhares and Dante Polvara attempting shots on target that forced Waite
to get off the line and make two saves within the first 15 minutes of play. PHOTO BY KEVIN LINDSTROM, PHOTO AND
VIDEO EDITOR/ THE DAILY CAMPUS

for a squad that had not suffered
a defeat when scoring at least
two goals in a game. This was the
fourth time that UConn had been
shut out, with the last time coming almost a month ago in a 1-0 defeat against Villanova.
The offensive performance was
highlighted by the second lowest number of shots the Huskies
had registered in a game, tying

the mark of six shots in their win
against Seton Hall along with a
four shot performance in their
matchup with Providence that
saw UConn lose by one goal.
UConn finishes the 2021 season
with a record of 7-7-2, accompanied
by a 2-6-2 record in Big East conference play that knocked them out of
contention for a chance at the conference crown. While the Huskies

defended their home field at a solid
mark of 6-3-2, they could not carry
this momentum on the road and
dropped four of their five contests
away from Storrs. Georgetown
moves on to await their opponent
in the first round of the Big East
tournament, which will take place
next Thursday, November 11, at
Shaw Field, where they have won
all of the previous contests.

Coleumn Comparing the NHL reverse retro
The Coleumn:
jerseys with the NBA 75 city edition jerseys
2. Brooklyn Nets

On Monday, the NBA released the
city edition jerseys for each team in
honor of the association’s 75th anniversary. Last season, the NHL released reverse retro jerseys in association with Adidas. I personally think
that it would have been nice to see the
reverse retro sweaters on the ice this
season, but the fact that they exist is
currently enough for me.
Today, I will be comparing the
three best and three worst jerseys
from both the NHL’s reverse retro
series and the NBA’s diamond anniversary city series. Let’s dive right in.
Author’s note: This is solely my
opinion, and the rankings are also in
no particular order.
The three best city edition
jerseys

1. Philadelphia 76ers

This jersey is
marvelous. The
nod to the Spectrum and their
consistent references to the 70s
and 80s bring
back the days of Dr. J and Billy
Cunningham dominating Pennsylvania. I love the interlocking 76
on the shorts and the main color
used on this jersey has a feeling
of nighttime hoops. Overall, I love

As soon as I saw the current Brooklyn Nets logo inside the 2000s New
Jersey Nets logo, I was sold. The Nets
hit it out of the park when referencing multiple eras of their dominance
on both the sides and the wording of
the jersey. Seeing these on the court
will make it feel like we are watching
1970s basketball when we are really
watching another glorious chapter of
Nets basketball. Like with the 76ers
jerseys, Dr. J would be proud.

3. Charlotte Hornets

The fade between the hexagons
and the straight lines is so smooth
that it should be studied as an art
form. The original logo on the side
of the shorts has me buzzing already.
This is easily a masterpiece, and the
classic Charlotte wording puts this
jersey over the top. If you thought
that the current Hornets jerseys were
not an ode to the past, wait until you
see these beauties on the court.
The three best reverse retro
jerseys

1. Carolina Hurricanes

If there is
any jersey that
should be worn
beyond this season, it is this one.

2.

Minne-

sota Wild

The Wild did an amazing job
blending in the colors from the city’s
past and the logo of the present.
Whether it is the block lettering or
the use of the yellow throughout the
jersey, this jersey just stands out to
you as simply amazing. Honestly, the
Wild should just wear these when
they play the Blues in the Winter
Classic next year.

3. Winnipeg Jets

The color gray is extremely underrated. I absolutely love the color
scheme in this jersey because it references both the current Jets and
the past Jets in one sitting. The classic Jets logo is synonymous with the
Dale Hawerchuk-era and this logo
brings back those fond memories
that the true north has. It may feel
odd at first, but the substitution from
red to gray brings a surprisingly impressive mixture.
The three worst city edition
jerseys
I feel massively disappointed.
I was expecting
references to the
Barkley
days,
the Nash days
or even the 70s
when they almost
won the Finals against the Celtics.
I think that the City Edition jer-
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seys last season were nice, but I
was expecting a lot more than just
“The Valley” in a historical jersey.

2. Utah Jazz

With jerseys like the Suns, I’m relatively disappointed in these jerseys.
I honestly think the red rock jerseys
are cool, but how do you ignore the
ice-cold jerseys from the late 90s
nor the original threads carried over
from New Orleans? I was expecting a
nice mixture, but I feel let down.

3. Oklahoma City Thunder

Don’t get me wrong, the references
to several different Thunder jerseys
are wonderful, but you can’t have a
jersey that is plain white and ignore
the days of the Seattle Supersonics.
These jerseys would have much more
relevance if the Sonics were referenced even once. Maybe this jersey is
like a drawing board, and we can add
the colors ourselves in which case I
will paint it in Supersonics colors.
The three worst reverse retro jerseys

1. Vancouver Canucks

I’m a little disappointed in how
this jersey came
out. I felt like I was
expecting a little bit
more in this one;
the reference to the
2000s is nice, but
where are the shout-

outs to the 90s or even 70s style jerseys that were relatively popular (no
I do not mean those V jerseys)? For
a team with over 50 years of hockey,
I was expecting more than a nod to
their current angry whale logo.

2. Dallas Stars

There’s too much white space
with this one. The reference to their
1990s-2000s sweaters are hot, but
the silver is hard to observe sometimes and without it the jersey just
looks blinding white. The green is a
great touch, but the best way to fix
this is to have the part of the jersey
below the star be all green or all
black, then the jersey truly references the Stars’ time in Dallas.

3. Anaheim Ducks

I was expecting a lot more purple
and a reference to the “Starbucks”
era of Ducks jerseys and/or even references to the current Ducks’ theme.
The numbering is pretty unique, but
I think the Ducks tried way too hard
to bring back something they didn’t
necessarily like in the first place if
they only had it for one season.
Again, these are only my rankings, and to be fair, most of these
jerseys are fresh. We may have already seen the reverse retro jerseys
on the ice, but it will be extremely
fun to see the city edition uniforms
on the court throughout this special
diamond season of the NBA.
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